Long Pocket Visitors Guide
For the Institute for Social Science Research (as of 24 October 2019)

**Street Address**
Institute for Social Science Research
The University of Queensland
Cycad Building
80 Meiers Road,
Indooroopilly, QLD 4068
Phone: +61 7 3346 7471
Email: issr@uq.edu.au
Web: www.issr.uq.edu.au

The Institute for Social Science Research (ISSR) is located at the UQ Long Pocket Precinct only 10 minutes from the St Lucia campus, on Meiers Road, Indooroopilly (less than 10km from the Brisbane CBD).

ISSR is located across two buildings, Cycad (Building Number 1018) and Dianella (Building Number 1021). All visitors must report to Reception, located on Level 2 in the Cycad Building.

**Long Pocket Site Map**
Visitors

All visitors must report to reception at Cycad to sign in and receive a visitor’s pass. The visitor or host is responsible for returning the pass and signing out when leaving ISSR. Security will be contacted if there are unauthorised visitors.

Transport to Long Pocket

Driving / Taxi

If you are driving or coming by taxi, please drive through Gate 4. Continue along that road until you see Merlo coffee shop (Tuckeroo Building) on the right. ISSR’s Cycad building (1018) is opposite Merlo coffee shop, and reception is on level 2 (slightly up the road to the left). Please note upon entering Long Pocket at Gate 4 (main vehicle entry), the roads are one way. If you are being dropped off by a taxi, the suggested drop off zone is where the P6 sign is (slightly up the hill from Merlo to the left, before the right turn up the hill).

Parking

Parking is currently complementary for up to 3 hours in the visitor bays at Long Pocket. Please refer to the attached parking map of the link here – https://www.pf.uq.edu.au/maps/parking/81CarPark.pdf for all details on where to park at Long Pocket. Please note upon entering Long Pocket at Gate 4 (main vehicle entry), the roads are one way. Parking Bay 4 (P4) is the suggested area for visitors of ISSR (this is just before reaching Merlo Café). Reception is located on Level 2 (slightly up the road to the left).

Temporary Parking Permits available if parking for over 3 hours. These are valid in Long Pocket Visitor Parking Bays. You will need to obtain a permit from Reception and place this in your vehicle dashboard to avoid an infringement notice.
UQ Shuttle Bus

There is a complimentary inter-campus bus shuttle from UQ’s St Lucia Campus at Chancellor’s place to Long Pocket (drop off at Merlo Café). The bus leaves every 30 minutes from both campuses on weekdays. The schedule can be found attached and directly at this link – https://www.pf.uq.edu.au/buses/images/bus_LongPocket.pdf

Travel time between the St Lucia campus and Long Pocket is estimated to be 10 minutes depending on traffic. The shuttle bus will drop you off at the bottom of Cycad Building across the road at Merlos. Please walk up the hill and Reception will be to the left on Level 2. Please advise the bus driver you will be visiting ISSR for “business purposes”.
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If you catch the bus, your stop is directly opposite the Long Pocket Precinct. Please enter the grounds via gate number 1. Walk down the hill, past the Dianella Building (1021) and enter the Cycad Building (1018) on level 2 (on your right where the wooden piers are).